Superresolution and pulse-chase imaging reveal the role of vesicle transport in polar growth of fungal cells
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Polarized growth of filamentous fungi requires continuous transport of biomolecules to the hyphal tip. To this end, construction materials are packaged in vesicles and transported by motor proteins along microtubules and actin filaments. We have studied these processes with quantitative superresolution localization microscopy of live Aspergillus nidulans cells expressing the photoconvertible protein mEosFPthermo fused to the chitin synthase ChsB. ChsB is mainly located at the Spitzenkörper near the hyphal tip and produces chitin, a key component of the cell wall. We have visualized the pulsatory dynamics of the Spitzenkörper, reflecting vesicle accumulation before exocytosis and their subsequent fusion with the apical plasma membrane. Furthermore, high-speed pulse-chase imaging after photoconversion of mEosFPthermo in a tightly focused spot revealed that ChsB is transported with two different speeds from the cell body to the hyphal tip and vice versa. Comparative analysis using motor protein deletion mutants allowed us to assign the fast movements (7 to 10 μm s⁻¹) to transport of secretory vesicles by kinesin-1, and the slower ones (2 to 7 μm s⁻¹) to transport by kinesin-3 on early endosomes. Our results show how motor proteins ensure the supply of vesicles to the hyphal tip, where temporally regulated exocytosis results in stepwise tip extension.

INTRODUCTION

Polarized growth is a general mechanism shared among a wide range of cell species, including epithelial cells with apical-basal polarity, migrating cells, and differentiating neurons (1, 2). Likewise, filamentous fungi grow as highly polarized tubular cells, and their hyphal tip growth provides a convenient model system for polarized growth. Some filamentous fungi are pathogenic to animals and plants and invade their host cells via hyphal growth (3). Other fungi are used in biotechnology (for example, in enzyme production and fermentation in the food industry) because of their efficient enzyme secretion (4). Both pathogenicity and high secretion capability are closely connected to hyphal growth.

Polarized growth of fungal hyphae is sustained by the continuous delivery of vesicles loaded with biomolecules to the hyphal tips (5, 6). In some filamentous fungi, these vesicles accumulate at the apices before fusion with the membrane. They form a structure called the Spitzenkörper (7), which is thought to act as a vesicle supply center, a site where cargo for the hyphal tip is sorted (8). In the ascomycete filamentous fungus Aspergillus nidulans, microtubules extend all the way to the hyphal tip, whereas actin cables are found mostly near the hyphal tip (9). Vesicles containing components of the growth machinery are transported along microtubules from posterior sites to the apical region, transferred to actin cables, and finally delivered to the apical cortex of the hypha (10–14). These secretory vesicles (SVs) are released from the trans-Golgi network after maturation (11, 15). Because gene deletion of kinesin-1 or myosin-5 decreases the amount of SVs at the hyphal tips, resulting in growth retardation, SVs are believed to be transported along microtubules by kinesin-1 and further along actin filaments by myosin-5 to the hyphal tip for exocytosis (11, 16, 17). However, localization analysis reported that kinesin-1 diffuses in the cytoplasm and myosin-5 accumulates at the hyphal tip (17, 18). SV transport was not directly observed, probably due to the small size and fast motion. Early endosomes (EEs) are easier to track, so their bidirectional transport along microtubules by kinesin-3 and dynein has been thoroughly studied (13, 19–23).

Filamentous fungi are covered by a cell wall consisting mainly of chitin and glucan. Thus, the synthesis of chitin, a β-1,4-linked homopolymer of N-acetylglucosamine, is essential for hyphal morphogenesis (24). Fungal chitin synthases are integral membrane proteins that have been classified into seven classes and three divisions according to their structural properties (25). Six chitin synthase genes have been isolated from A. nidulans (26). Among these, ChsB, a class III chitin synthase, is known to play a key role in hyphal tip growth, maintenance of cell wall integrity, and development (27). Class III chitin synthases are important for hyphal morphology, cell wall integrity, and pathogenicity in other filamentous fungi as well (24).

As yet, the molecular transport mechanism of cell wall–related enzymes including ChsB has largely remained elusive. Chitin synthases are thought to be transported on SVs to the plasma membrane for new cell wall synthesis, where they are subsequently internalized by endocytosis and transported on EEs for degradation in vacuoles, or recycled back to the plasma membrane (28). In previous work, we showed that kinesin-1 is required for transport of ChsB to the subapical region. However, mechanistic details could not be resolved due to high background fluorescence near the hyphal tip, insufficient time resolution to resolve fast motions, and the inability to distinguish between SVs and EEs (29). Here, we have used high-speed pulse-chase imaging as a powerful biophysical approach to analyze ChsB transport. Furthermore, we quantitatively studied the pulsatory dynamics of the Spitzenkörper and the associated stepwise hyphal growth by using superresolution localization imaging.
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RESULTS

Superresolution imaging and cluster analysis of the Spitzenkörper

ChsB localizes to hyphal tips and concentrates at the Spitzenkörper (29). To quantitatively analyze the spatiotemporal development of the Spitzenkörper with very high resolution, we imaged hyphae expressing ChsB as a fusion protein with mEosFPthermo (30), a thermostable, monomeric variant of the green-to-red photoconverting fluorescent protein EosFP (31, 32) that is widely used for fluorescence imaging, pulse-chase experiments, and superresolution photoactivation localization microscopy (PALM) (33, 34). Localization microscopy revealed a pronounced fluorescent cluster of mEosFPthermo-ChsB at the hyphal apex, representing the Spitzenkörper, and multiple speckles mostly near the plasma membrane (Fig. 1A).

ChsB clusters at the hyphal tip were identified by cluster analysis (35), as described in Materials and Methods (Fig. 1B). Cluster images of 2.5-s time intervals were generated for a total period of 125 s (Fig. 1C and movie S1) with a moving-window binning technique (500 frames binning with 50 frames shift, see Materials and Methods) (36), and cluster areas and numbers of mEosFPthermo-ChsB molecules within each cluster were calculated over the time course of the experiment (Fig. 1, D and E, and movie S2). In Fig. 1 (C to E), the dark green cluster of 0.1 µm² containing ~100 molecules is visible from 7.5 to 60 s. It grows via fusion with other clusters and evolves into the pink, crescent-shaped cluster of ~0.2 µm² containing ~200 molecules, visible from 62.5 to 80 s. Subsequently, this cluster breaks up into two smaller ones (~0.05 to 0.1 µm², ~50 to 100 molecules), depicted in light green and light blue. Overall, a total of 80 clusters were identified in this hyphal tip; their areas and numbers of molecules were calculated and compiled in histograms (Fig. 1, F and G). Markedly different cluster sizes were found because of fusion of small clusters or splitting of larger clusters over the time of the experiment. We have observed four subsets of cluster sizes, with average areas of 0.03 ± 0.01 µm² (red), 0.06 ± 0.01 µm² (blue), 0.11 ± 0.01 µm² (green), and 0.16 ± 0.01 µm² (pink); the overall average was 0.07 ± 0.04 µm². The corresponding average numbers of mEosFPthermo-ChsB molecules registered in the four subsets (Fig. 1E) were 20 ± 8 (red), 56 ± 7 (blue), 92 ± 17 (green), and 178 ± 12 (pink).

The shape change of the cluster from globular to crescent may signal the transition from vesicle accumulation before exocytosis to vesicle fusion with the apical plasma membrane during exocytosis. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the temporal evolution of the apical cell edge from the PALM images in 20-s intervals (Fig. 1, H and I). Apparently, the extension rate of the hyphal tip varied over time; the largest displacements occurred from 50 to 70 s and from 90 to 110 s (Fig. 1I). These intervals coincide with those at which major changes of cluster
shapes (Fig. 1H, 50 to 70 s) and a reduction of cluster size (90 to 110 s) are observed. These results reveal that SVs accumulate at the Spitzenkörper during the slow growth phase. Then, they fuse with the plasma membrane and spur fast growth.

In addition to the crescent domain along the apical membrane, there are also two separate subapical domains in the merged image from the entire time sequence (Fig. 1J). This result supports previous work reporting that endocytosis occurs in an annular structure around the hyphal tube, spatially separated from the hyphal apex where SVs are delivered for exocytosis (37).

**Pulse-chase analysis of mEosFPthermo-ChsB after photoconversion 5 μm from the hyphal tip**

We used high-speed pulse-chase imaging of mEosFPthermo-ChsB after photoconversion to monitor its transport. After photobleaching all red-emitting molecules with a 561-nm laser, we irradiated a spot ~5 μm behind the hyphal tip for 1 s with a tightly focused 405-nm laser beam to locally photoconvert mEosFPthermo-ChsB to its red-emitting form (see Materials and Methods). In Fig. 2A, image “0” shows the red fluorescence excited by the 405-nm laser, marking the local photoconversion spot. Then, the 561-nm laser was again switched on (Fig. 2A, image “1”), and images were acquired for 15 to 30 s with a dwell time of 50 ms (Fig. 2A and movie S3). A large red-emitting spot appeared at the site of photoconversion, which gradually faded and dispersed due to vesicle transport away from the photoconversion region. By taking advantage of the low background in this pulse-chase imaging scheme, both anterograde (from back to tip) and retrograde (from tip to back) vesicle movements are easily observed in a kymograph along the axis of the hypha (Fig. 2B). The typical linear vesicle displacements were occasionally interrupted by brief

![Fig. 2. Pulse-chase analysis of mEosFPthermo-ChsB in the hyphal tip region.](http://advances.sciencemag.org/)

(A) Images of mEosFPthermo-ChsB before photoconversion (−1), with 405-nm light applied at the spot marked by the dashed line for 1 s (0) and after photoconversion. (B) Kymograph calculated from (A); arrows indicate anterograde and retrograde transport. The blue dashed line and the red asterisk mark the positions of the hyphal tip and the photoconversion locus, respectively; the red square indicates the photoconversion interval. (C) Image sequence from 4.6 to 7 s after photoconversion; arrows mark the transport processes in (B) in corresponding colors. (D) Kymographs of slow (red) and fast (blue) transport of mEosFPthermo-ChsB. Vertical scale bar, 2 μm; horizontal scale bar, 1 s. (E) Image sequences of the fast transport process marked by the blue arrow in (D) observed from 16.45 to 17 s. (F) Speed distribution of anterograde transport. (G) Speed of slow anterograde (red), fast anterograde (blue), and retrograde (green) transport (mean ± SD; n = 42, 7, and 9, respectively). Scale bars, 2 μm. The elapsed time is given in seconds.
Zhou et al. noticed that most displacements occurred at speeds of 2 to 4 μm s⁻¹ beyond ~5 s after photoconversion (Fig. 2B). The slopes of the lines in the kymograph encode the speed of ChsB vesicle movement. From observations of a large number of hyphae, we noticed that most displacements occurred at speeds of 2 to 4 μm s⁻¹; however, there were also clearly faster processes with speeds of 7 to 10 μm s⁻¹ (Fig. 2, D and E). Accordingly, the speed histogram of anterograde movements in Fig. 2F appears to consist of two subdistributions, a predominant distribution below ~7 μm s⁻¹ associated with slow transport centered on 3.0 ± 1.0 μm s⁻¹ (mean ± SD; n = 42) and a smaller distribution above ~7 μm s⁻¹ representing fast transport centered on 8.3 ± 0.7 μm s⁻¹ (mean ± SD; n = 7) (Fig. 2, F and G, red and blue, respectively). Retrograde transport was less frequent (15% of events, n = 9); its average speed was 2.9 ± 0.8 μm s⁻¹ and thus within the error identical to that of slow anterograde transport (Fig. 2G).

To further investigate the two putative types of transport, we measured the transport speed of green fluorescent protein (GFP)–RabA, a marker of EEs (20). Anterograde and retrograde vesicle movements are visible in a kymograph along the hyphal axis, with identical speeds of 2.0 ± 0.5 μm s⁻¹ (mean ± SD; n = 76 and 62, respectively; fig. S1, A and B, and movie S4). We also performed the pulse-chase experiment on hyphae expressing mEosFPthermo-TeaR (fig. S1C), a fusion protein containing the membrane-associated polarity marker TeaR known to be transported on SVs (36, 38). Here, we found significantly more fast transport events than with mEosFPthermo-ChsB, with average speeds of 7.9 ± 3.6 μm s⁻¹ for anterograde movements (mean ± SD; n = 95) and 8.3 ± 3.8 μm s⁻¹ for retrograde movements (mean ± SD; n = 87) (fig. S1, B and C, and movie S5). Notably, the average speeds of slow transport of mEosFPthermo-ChsB and GFP–RabA and of fast transport of mEosFPthermo-ChsB and mEosFPthermo-TeaR are identical within the error (fig. S1D), and the histograms of the individual events are similar as well (fig. S1D). In a strain coexpressing GFP-ChsB and mCherry-RabA, we observed that GFP-ChsB partially comigrates with mCherry-RabA (fig. S1E and movie S6). These results strongly suggest that slow and fast transport events of ChsB represent ChsB on EEs and SVs, respectively.

**Pulse-chase analysis using microtubule or actin cytoskeleton–destabilizing drugs** We performed the pulse-chase experiment on hyphae treated with either benomyl (2 μg/ml), a microtubule–destabilizing drug (39), or cytochalasin A (2 μg/ml), an F-actin–destabilizing drug (9), for 5 to 30 min before imaging. In the presence of benomyl, there were mostly immobile spots near the photoconversion locus (fig. S2, A to E, and movie S7); anterograde and retrograde transport events were rarely visible in comparison to the control (fig. S2, D and F). We also did not find any mEosFPthermo-ChsB accumulation at the hyphal tips (fig. S2A), and the signal intensity at the photoconversion locus persisted longer than in the control (fig. S2B). All these findings indicate that SV transport is suppressed.

In contrast, both anterograde and retrograde transport events were found upon application of cytochalasin A (fig. S2, G to I, and movie S8). However, in marked contrast to the control, vesicles reaching the hyphal tip did not stay there but were immediately reflected backward (fig. S2I). As a result, there was no stable ChsB signal from the hyphal tips (fig. S2A) and more frequent retrograde transport (fig. S2F). These data show that F-actin is required at the hyphal tip to accept SVs transported along microtubules and to guide them to the sites of exocytosis (11).

**Pulse-chase analysis using kinesin-1, kinesin-3, and myosin-5 deletion strains** We further performed pulse-chase experiments with kinA (kinesin-1), uncA (kinesin-3), or myoV (myosin-5) deletion strains. In the kinA deletion strain, spots remained immobile after photoconversion, as with benomyl treatment, and neither transport nor signal accumulation at the hyphal tips was observed (Fig. 3, A and D, and movie S9). These findings support the common view that KinA transports SVs over long distance along microtubules to hyphal tips (11, 29).

In the uncA deletion strain, the red fluorescence generated by photoconversion spreads markedly faster than in the wild type, and fast transport events in both directions were more frequently observed in the kymograph in comparison to the wild type (Fig. 3, B and E, and movie S10), with average speeds of 8.3 ± 2.0 μm s⁻¹ for anterograde motion (mean ± SD; n = 44) and 8.6 ± 3.1 μm s⁻¹ for retrograde motion (mean ± SD; n = 51) (Fig. 3F). These values are identical within the error to the speed of fast transport in the wild type (Fig. 3G). Some spots reached the hyphal tip but immediately reverted, so there was no accumulation at the tip (Fig. 3, B and D). Because kinesin-3 (UncA) transports EEs (13, 21, 23), the absence of slow transport in the uncA deletion strain further strengthens our assignment of fast and slow ChsB transport to movement on SVs and EEs, respectively.

MyoV is believed to transport SVs along actin cables for exocytosis at the hyphal tip (10, 17, 40). Consequently, the myoV deletion strain has severe growth defects. Similar to the uncA deletion strain, the myoV deletion strain showed faster spreading of red fluorescence after photoconversion than the wild type (Fig. 3C and movie S11). There were significantly more fast transport events than for the wild type (Fig. 3E), with average speeds of 7.2 ± 2.9 μm s⁻¹ for anterograde motion (mean ± SD; n = 46) and 5.9 ± 2.6 μm s⁻¹ for retrograde motion (mean ± SD; n = 38) (Fig. 3, F and G). Similar to the wild type treated with cytochalasin A, spots reaching the hyphal tip did not accumulate there but immediately moved backward (Fig. 3D). Together, these data indicate that both MyoV and actin cables are required for capturing SVs transported along microtubules at the hyphal tip.

In the pulse-chase experiments performed with the uncA and myoV deletion strains, the number of locally photoconverted mEosFPthermo-ChsB is increased by 46% and 40% with respect to the wild type (fig. S3, A to D). These observations could, in principle, be explained by variations in the expression levels of chsb among the strains. These are, however, of comparable magnitude within the error (fig. S3E). Alternatively, faster vesicle dynamics in the uncA and myoV deletion strains could result in more mEosFPthermo-ChsB transiting the irradiated region during photoconversion. The fraction of fast-moving SVs on microtubules is greater in these two motor mutants because of their impairment of SV supply to the hyphal tip.

**Pulse-chase analysis after photoconversion at the hyphal tip** We next irradiated a spot at the hyphal tip for 1 s with 405-nm light to induce local green-to-red photoconversion, and imaged the tagged ChsB molecules for 30 s with a dwell time of 50 ms (Fig. 4A and movie S12). A large spot appeared at the hyphal tip right after photoconversion and gradually shrank and dispersed, accompanied by smaller spots moving away. We performed this experiment also on hyphae treated with benomyl or cytochalasin A, and in the uncA deletion strain (Fig. 4, B to D).
The tagged ChsB molecules at the hyphal apex moved to subapical patches and presumably internalized there (fig. S4A, green arrows). We found both anterograde and retrograde transport events (Fig. 4E). The anterograde fluorescence signals from the tip remained close to the plasma membrane, merged with signals from the subapical patches, and moved further backward together (fig. S4A, red arrows). Overall, 60% of the transport events were retrograde and 40% were anterograde (Fig. 4F). Because the average speeds of anterograde and retrograde transport events were ~2 to 3 \( \mu \text{m s}^{-1} \) (Fig. 4G), we assign both to ChsB transport on EEs along microtubules.

After benomyl treatment (2 \( \mu \text{g/ml} \)) for 5 to 30 min before imaging, a large fraction of ChsB was found near the hyphal tip but not at the apical membrane, where it gradually faded (Fig. 4, C and H; fig. S4B; and movie S13); transport events were hardly detected (Fig. 4F). These results show that an intact actin cytoskeleton is crucial for ChsB endocytosis and its transport away from the tip region. In the uncA deletion strain, the ChsB fluorescence spread faster from the hyphal tip than in the wild type (Fig. 4D and movie S15); both anterograde and retrograde transport events were observed more frequently (Fig. 4I). Moreover, the average speeds of anterograde and retrograde transport events were 8.0 ± 1.8 \( \mu \text{m s}^{-1} \) and 7.7 ± 2.4 \( \mu \text{m s}^{-1} \) (mean ± SD; \( n = 41 \) and 43, respectively) (Fig. 4G). These fast speeds suggest that ChsB in the uncA deletion strain is transported in both directions mainly on SVs along microtubules.

**DISCUSSION**

By using superresolution microscopy, we observed that the SVs carrying ChsB are not evenly supplied along the apical membrane but rather in clusters, and the Spitzenkörper forms by fusion of these...
clusters. Transient formation of local hotspots along the apical membrane has also been found for the polarity marker TeaR (36). We observed a characteristic shape change of the Spitzenkörper from globular to crescent that was accompanied by enhanced membrane extension. Apparently, SVs accumulate at the Spitzenkörper during phases of slow growth and then fuse with the plasma membrane, generating bursts of fast growth. Afterward, the material is depleted and needs to be replenished. These findings provide further support to our recently proposed “transient polarity assembly model” (36). This stepwise growth of hyphal tips was shown in several filamentous fungi (41), and a shape change of the Spitzenkörper correlated with the growth rate in another fungus (42). Recently, we reported that pulsatoryCa²⁺ influx controls actin polymerization and exocytosis, resulting in stepwise cell extension (43). This characteristic intermittent growth may enable cells to respond more rapidly to chemical or mechanical cues.

Local photoconversion of mEosFPthermo-ChsB allowed us to tag a small subset of molecules at an arbitrary location in the cell and trace their movement with exceptionally low background fluorescence by using high-speed pulse-chase imaging. We showed that ChsB is transported from the cell body to the hyphal tip or vice versa with two different speeds, that is, below and above ~7 μm s⁻¹. By comparison with the transport of EE and SV markers, we were able to assign the slow and fast transport unambiguously to ChsB associated with EEs and SVs, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that fast transport of SVs was directly observed in filamentous fungi. In fungi, EEs are four to five times larger than SVs (44, 45). Therefore, the slower transport of EEs is probably caused by the size of the cargo. Notably, in cultured mammalian cells, the speeds of kinesin-1 and kinesin-3 are similar (~1 to 2 μm s⁻¹) (46, 47). A schematic depiction of the ChsB transport mechanism in the wild-type strain is shown in Fig. 5.

The experiments involving cytoskeleton-destroying drugs revealed that ChsB molecules are transported on microtubules to the hyphal tip, where they continue on actin cables to the sites of exocytosis (11). A complementary approach to understand vesicle transport is the use of deletion strains that do not express the motor proteins moving cargo along these cytoskeletal structures. The markedly dif-
different growth of wild-type, ΔkinA, ΔuncA, and ΔmyoV strains attests to the essential role of these motor proteins in sustaining polar growth (Fig. 5A). Kinesin-1 is required for transport of SVs over long distances along microtubules to hyphal tips (29). Without KinA, active transport of SVs ceases; only diffusion can still occur and polar growth is strongly impaired (Fig. 5). The myoV deletion strains displayed fast transport of ChsB in both directions, but there was no signal accumulation at the tip. Myosin-5 is thought to move along actin cables and carry SVs to the sites of exocytosis (17). Without actin cables and/or myosin-5, SVs cannot be captured at the tip and are immediately reflected, resulting in circular transport of SVs in both directions with a microtubule-based conveyor belt (Fig. 5B) (11, 48). The impaired exocytosis gives rise to severe growth defects (Fig. 5A).

In the uncA deletion strain, ChsB was transported at high speed in both directions but did not accumulate at the hyphal tip. Because kinesin-3 transports EEs (13, 21, 23), the absence of slow transport in the uncA deletion strain suggests that ChsB is transported predominantly by kinesin-1 on fast-moving SVs (Fig. 5B). Although myosin-5 is present, the SVs are not captured at the hyphal tip. Because kinesin-3 and dynein are assumed to transport EEs bidirectionally along microtubules in the recycling pathway, deletion of kinesin-3 suppresses this transport branch. The machinery becomes clogged with EEs at the minus end of microtubules located at the spindle pole body on the nuclei. Because the supply of SVs for exocytosis is regulated by the balance of exocytosis and endocytosis, the putative endocytosis defect in the kinesin-3 mutant might affect exocytosis and cause circular transport of SVs. This hypothesis is supported by the lower growth rate of the kinesin-3 mutant with respect to the wild-type strains, but it is still higher than for the kinesin-1 or myosin-5 deletion strains (Fig. 5A).

To conclude, by using advanced quantitative optical imaging, we have elucidated how motor proteins ensure the supply of vesicles to
the hyphal tip, where temporally regulated exocytosis results in stepwise extension of the fungal tip. We believe that these new insights will be beneficial for the development of fungal-based biotechnology applications in fields such as food science, agriculture, pharmacology, and medicine.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains, plasmids, and culture conditions

A list of A. nidulans strains used in this study was given in table S1. The sequence of cshB is amplified from genomic DNA by using the primers 5′-ggctagccgctATGGCTATCAACGGTCT-3′ (cshB_Asc I_fwd) and 5′-cttaatataatGGCAACACACTGACATATCC-3′ (cshB_Pac I_rev). The Asc I–Pac I–digested cshB sequence was replaced with the teaR sequence in pNT65 (for mEosFPthermo tagging at the N terminus of teaR expressed under the regulatable alcA promoter; contains ppyr-4) (36), yielding pNT75. The plasmids were transformed into the TN02A3 strain (ku70 deletion) (48), yielding SNT167. SNT167 (mEosFPthermo-ChsB) was crossed with SN29 (ΔuncA) (21), selected, and designated as SNT169 (mEosFPthermo-ChsB, ΔuncA). SNR1 (ΔkinA) and SRM89 (ΔmyoV) (49) were transformed with pNT75 and p14 (pyroA marker), yielding SNT168 (mEosFPthermo-ChsB, ΔkinA) and SNT170 (mEosFPthermo-ChsB, ΔmyoV). Supplemented minimal medium for A. nidulans and standard strain cultivation procedures were described previously (50). All cells were cultured in minimal medium supplemented with 2% glycerol as carbon source (alcA promoter derepressive condition). The expression of mEosFPthermo-ChsB under the inducible alcA promoter instead of native ChsB did not show any abnormal phenotype. Cells were incubated at 28°C overnight in a chambered cover glass (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Benomyl and cytochalasin A (Sigma) were used as described previously (38).

Live-cell imaging

PALM images were acquired at room temperature on a modified inverted microscope (Axiovert 200, Zeiss), as described previously (36). The fluorescent protein mEosFPthermo was photoconverted from its green- to its red-emitting form by a 405-nm laser at low intensity and simultaneously excited by a 561-nm laser. Molecule localization analyses were carried out using a-livePALM (35), a custom-written analysis software. For cluster analysis (36), molecules from 50 continuous frames (25 s) were collected and analyzed. For each molecule, we computed the number of neighboring molecules within 50-nm distance. If one molecule had more than 11 neighboring molecules, then the pixel was considered as a cluster pixel. Adjacent cluster pixels were defined as belonging to the same cluster. For details, see the Supplementary Materials.

For pulse-chase experiments, the whole cell was first prebleached by strong 561-nm laser irradiation (0.8 to 1 kW/cm²), followed by irradiation with a tightly focused 405-nm laser for 1 s, either at the tip or in the body region of the cell to locally photoconvert a small number of mEosFPthermo-ChsB molecules. Then, the 561-nm laser was switched on again (200 to 400 W/cm²) to excite the red-emitting mEosFPthermo-ChsB molecules. Images were processed by ImageJ.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/4/1/e1701798/DC1

Supplementary Materials and Methods

fig. S1. Transport of EEs and SVs.
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